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1 INTRODUCTION

The decision management community [1] is a new initiative that started in 2014 to facilitate the sharing of news and knowledge concerning Decision Management (DM). Next to a product catalog, decision model prototypes and case studies, the decision management community also provides a monthly challenge. Every challenge consists of a problem that should be solved using any business rules and decisions management system or none at all.

As Blueriq is a vendor with an integrated rule engine and decision management capabilities in its BPM suite, we accept this challenge. This article describes how Blueriq solves the September 2015 challenge.

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION

This challenge concerns a domain in which there are cars that are part of a collection. Figure 1 shows the example set that is provided in the challenge and used in this article.

Blueriq should answer the following questions for any number of collections:

1. Find the set of cars that is common to all collections.

2. Identify cars that do not exist in any other collection.

3. For each collection of cars eliminate all but the most expensive instance of each make and model (add another attribute for price).

We define that a car matches the last criterion if it is the most expensive car in at least one of the collections it belongs to. A detailed description can be found at [1].

![Figure 1: Car test data.](image-url)
3  DOMAIN

We create a rather simple domain, as shown in Figure 2. We choose to make a COLLECTION a separate entity, that has a many-to-many collection with CAR. Like this, one instance of CAR can be part of many collections at the same time. All attributes are self-explanatory. The only attribute which might be surprising is the MAXPRICE attribute of COLLECTION. This attribute could be removed as well, but is used as intermediate result for answering the last question, and makes the logic easier to read.

![Entity Relationship Diagram](image)

Figure 2: The Entity Relationship Diagram

We model the given dataset as static instances. That means that these instances are created when the application is started, and all information for their attributes and relations is set in the model. We could extend this to read data from a CSV file, or create screens so that the user can fill in the information. As the current challenge is about logic for finding the cars, static instances are appropriate.

4  ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS

This section answers the three questions in the next subsections. The solutions are general, and not limited to only two collections.

4.1  QUESTION 1: CARS IN ALL COLLECTIONS

In order to calculate an answer, we want to write an expression that returns a set of CAR instances. A car should be part of the result set if it is present in each COLLECTION. When
creating a relation in Blueriq, the backwards relation is created as well. This is not optional, so
each relation always has a backwards relation. The backwards relation of hasCars from Figure
2 is not visible in the figure. It is calledbelongsToCollection in our model. We can make
use of this backwards relation. The following expression provides an answer to this question:

```sql
COLLECT Car
FROM ALL CAR
WHERE ( SIZE( Car.belongsToCollection ) = SIZE (ALL Collection) )
```

This is one expression that is split on multiple lines for readability. The first line indicates
that we are looking for instance of type Car. The second line states that all cars currently
known in the system should be checked. Only those for which the WHERE clause holds true
are returned, which is shown in the last line. The trick of the WHERE clause is to use SIZE(
Car.belongsToCollection ), which counts how many collections a car belongs to. If a car
belongs to 2 collections, then the backwards relation is filled with two instance identifiers of
Collection instances. The COUNT statement counts instances in a set, and in this case, the
relation. We also can count how many collections we have in total in the system with SIZE
(ALL Collection). When both these numbers are equal, then the car is part of each collection
and should be part of the result set. The results of evaluating this expression at runtime are
shown in Figure 3.

```
Expression

COLLECT Car FROM ALL CAR WHERE ( SIZE( Car.belongsToCollection ) = SIZE (ALL Collection) )
```

```
Result

Car(car.fordtaurus/FordTaurus)
Car(car.fordpickup/FordPickup)
Car(car.fordtitan/FordT)
Car(car.hyundaisante/LyndiaSantaFe)

Type

entity

Multi-valued

Yes
```

Figure 3: Cars that are part of each collection.

4.2 QUESTION 2: CARS IN ONE COLLECTION

The expression used for finding cars that only belong to one collection is rather similar than for
find cars that are in each collection. The following expression counts the number of collections a
car is part of using the backwards relation, and that number should be one.

```sql
COLLECT Car
FROM ALL CAR
WHERE ( SIZE( Car.belongsToCollection ) = 1 )
```

The result of this expression are shown in Figure 4.
4.3 Question 3: Cars with highest price in a collection

This question is somewhat more difficult to answer. For this, a supporting attribute is created for the COLLECTION entity. This attribute holds the information what the maximum price is for all cars within this collection. The attribute has this default expression:

```java
MAX ( COLLECT Car.Price FROM Collection.hasCars )
```

With the COLLECT statement all prices of cars are retrieved that belong to the corresponding collection, and the MAX function takes the maximum. Now that we know what the maximum price is for each collection, we can find the cars that have the exactly that price with the following expression:

```java
COLLECT Car FROM ALL Car WHERE ( Car.Price = Car.belongsToCollection.MaxPrice )
```

There are two interesting things happening in this expression. The first is concerning `Car.belongsToCollection.MaxPrice`. As this backwards relation is multivalued (a car can be part of multiple collections) this expression can result in more than one value. It may return a list of values, the maximum prices of all collections the car is part of. The second interesting thing is the use of the equality sign (=). The runtime now compares the single value `Car.Price` to the possibly multiple values returned by `Car.belongsToCollection.MaxPrice`. In this case the runtime checks if the single value is present in the list, and if so returns true. This behavior is exactly what we want in this case.¹

As for this last question no example data is given, the chosen prices are shown in Table 1 and the results of the complete expression is shown in Figure 5. We chose the prices in a way so that one set has a tie for the maximum price. The Hyundai Tucson is returned as it is the most expensive car of collection 2, and both the Ford Taurus and the Hyundai Santa Fe are returned as they are drawn for most expensive car in Collection one.

¹There are other constructs available in the expression language to explicitly use set operations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Car</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austin Mini</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Pickup</td>
<td>12000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford T</td>
<td>12500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Taurus</td>
<td>13000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyundai SantaFe</td>
<td>13000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyundai Tucson</td>
<td>15000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Example Car Prices.

Figure 5: Cars that are most expensive in a collection.

5 Conclusions

Blueriq is able to answer all given questions using the built in expression language. Expressions like these are covered in our Basic Modeling Foundation course, which is the first training new users of our modeling environment receive when they start to learn our product. This expression language has enough power to retrieve all information in a general way without restriction it to two collections, while still being readable and understandable by business users.
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